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THE SOURCE OF FERROI{AGNETISM

IN ZIRCON1

R. R. Lnwrs.q.NoF. E. SnNnrr.n,U. S. Geological
Surwy,
Washington, D. C.
ABSTRACT
Magnetic susceptibility and magnetization measurements on more than 100 specimens
of zircon from granitic rocks show weak ferromagnetic properties. Leaching, reduction, and
oxidation experiments along with magnetiz-ation studies on some of these specimens indicate that the crystal grains are coated with one or more iron oxides and/or iron oxide
hydrates and that the ferromagnetism is due to either or both FesOa and 7-FerO3. The
FesOa or ?-FezO: are not necessarily contamination brought in from outside the zircon
crystals, but are formed by oxidation of natural impurity iron exposed at the grain surface
to the atmosphere Freshly broken surfaces exposing ionic iron impurity to the zircon to the
atmosphere develop magnetization as a result of oxidation.

fNrnooucrroN
Nlatumura and Koga (1963),using electronspin resonanceand magnetization measurementson a colored zircon, showed that their specimen
had ferromagnetic properties. Magnetic susceptibility measurements
have been made in this laboratory on more than 100 specimensof zircon
from granitic rocks from various localities and, with the exception of
one specimen (Strangeways, Australia), all showed ferromagnetism
at room temperature, confirming the results of Matumura and
Koga. As pure zirconium orthosilicate (ZrSiO) is diamagnetic
(-0.39X10 6 emu/g),2 one must assume that this ferromagnetism is
caused by some impurity, probably iron. The nature of this impurity
and its association with the host crystal were examined in this
investigation.
The magnetic susceptibility measurements of the zirco\ specimens
were made within about * l/6, using a qtJartz helical spring magnetic
balance describedpreviously (Senftle et al., 1958;'Thorpe and Senftle,
1959;Candelaand Mundy, 1961).Magnetizationmeasurementswere determined by making a susceptibility versus reciprocal magnetic field plot
using fields of up to 5000 oe. For convenience,the magnetization measurementsare all relative values. After correcting for the ferromagnetism,
the paramagnetic component of the total susceptibility was found to
rangefrom (-0.25 to *6.6) X 10-6emu/g, but most of the specimenshad
susceptibilitiesof less than 1X 10-6emu/g.3This range in susceptibility
I Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
2 Calculated from the data reported by Angus (1932).
3 Zircon is often separated by use of a Frarfz Isodynamic Separator. In terms of the
table of relative susceptibilities of minerals described by Rosenblum (1958), most of the
granitic zircons reported here can be separated at currents in excessof 1.5 amp Cyrtolites.
which can be separated at a lower current, are not considered in this paper.
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1. Variation of the magnetic susceptibility of zircon calcuiated for iron in the
Ierrous or ferric state.

reflects the variation in the amount of paramagnetic impurity in the
natural zircon.
The spectrographicanalysesof granitic zircon generailv show less than
three per cent iron, a few hundredthsper cent or lessof the rare earth elements, and little or no nickel or cobalt. Undoubtedly some of the rare
earths will contribute to the ferromagnetic properties, but the observed
ferromagnetismis too large to be accountedfor even by the most magnetic of the rare earth ions. The major part of the ferromagneticsusceptibility is therefore probably associatedwith iron or an iron compound
presentas an impurity in or on the surface.Figure 1 showshow the susceptibility oI zircon would vary if the only paramagnetic impurity present were ferrous or ferric iron replacing zirconium in the zircon lattice.
The range in susceptibilitiesis just about the same as that found experimentally for the paramagnetic component and correspondsto the amount
of iron present in most zircon from granitic rocks. Although this suggests
that iron may be the major paramagneticimpurity, the sourceof the ferromagnetism is not apparent, and the following experiments were performed to investigatethe observedmagnetizationin more detail.
LB,lcrrrNc ExpBnrrmNrs
Foster (1948) and Tomita (1954) have leached zircon in oxalic and
hydrochloric acids,respectively,and have been able to remove the natu-
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Frc.2. Effect of leaching in warm HCI The magnetization (slope of magnetic susceptibility vs reciprocal magnetic field plot) is reduced, and the magnetic susceptibility is
lowered.

ral brown coloration. Their experimentssuggestthat zircon is coated with
a hydrous iron oxide stain. In our experiments, the amount of stain removed was determined by magnetic measurements.The unleachedspecimens studied have a small magnetization (< 15X 10-a emu/g), i.e., they
exhibit a weak ferromagnetism.After leaching in HCI, the ferromagnetism can be gradually removed, but only after several days of leaching
(Fig. 2). In general,the initial leaching reducesonly the paramagnetic
component (intercept on the susceptibility axis), whereas prolonged
leaching also reduces the magnetization or ferromagnetic component
(slope of the curve) without further reducing the paramagnetic component (Table 1). The total paramagnetismis thereforein part due to a
readily soluble mineral on the zircon surface and in part due to a paramagnetic constituent,probably iron, in the lattice. The data likewiseindicate that the ferromagnetism is due to a difficultly soluble compound on
the surface.Similar experimentswith HNO3 failed to remove either the
color or the ferromagnetism.These tests suggestthat the HCI leach removesfirst the easily solubleiron oxidessuch as a-Fe2O3,o-FezOs.HzOor
and secondthe lesssolubleand ferromagneticFe30+.
"y-FezOr.HzO,
Te.nr,r 1. Ernncr ol tnt LnecntNc Pnnon rN HCI on rrre Pl'x.lueGNETrc AND
ol Ztncon
FontouacNr:uc
CoupoNrNrs ol rnr Me.crverrc Suscrptrstltrv
1. Reduction of paramagnetic component
(y-axis intercept, Fig. 2)

Initial 30 min-significant
Up to 4 days additional-nil

2 Reduction of ferromagnetic component
(slope, Fig. 2)

Initial 30 min-nil
Up to 4 da)'s additional-significant
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TBITpBRATURES

The major stages in the reduction of a-FezOa or the oxidation of iron
are
Red
Red
FezOr P
F e : O r cl r: FeO
Ox.
Ox.

Red
Fe
d
Ox.

where oniy Fe3Oaand Fe show any major ferromagnetism.Reduction
and oxidation of zircon followed by magnetization measurements can
therefore be used to examine the nature of the oxide film on the zircon
surface.When zircon is heatedin oxygen at 455oC for about 50 minutes,
it turns a rusty brown and undergoesslight changesin its ferromagnetic
propertiesas shown in Fig. 3 (curve 1). The slight rise in magnetization
after heating for about 10 minutes is thought to be causedby the conversion of some paramagneticiron minerals to magnetic FesOaor 7-Fe2O3,
and finally to nonmagnetic a-FezOr after prolonged heating. The small
amount of ferromagnetism in hematite which is superimposed on its
basic antiferromagnetismis not significant in these measurements.The
rust-colored stain and the essentially nonferromagnetic properties of the
specimensheatedin oxygensuggestedthat the oxygenconvertedsomeof
the impurity iron oxides to a-FezOewhich is nonferromagneticfor all
practical purposes.Fainberg and Semenov(1960)also sound a similar reduction of the magnetization of limonite heated in air for prolonged
periods.
When zircon specimensare heatedin a reducingatmosphereat 455oC,
they undergo a complex changein magnetization as shown for another
specimenof the same zircon heated in hydrogen (Fig.3, curve 2). This
specimenhad a very low iron content (<0.04 per cent). In specimens
with higher amounts of iron, the first peak was generally higher and
sharper. The generalresults and shape of the magnetization curve are the
samefor all specimensmeasured.Continued heating of the specimenbeyond the first peak ultimately raisesthe magnetization,forming a second
peak which is always broad. As the heating progressesbeyond the first
peak, the brown color of the zircon changesto black. It was observed
that by heating for a period of time correspondingto that of the second
peak, the sample changesfrom black to a gray color. A sample undergoing this amount of reduction can be almost completely bleachedby
leaching in strong HCl, and at the same time is accompanied by effervescenceas one might expectif a metal were going into solution,with the
evolution of hydrogen,or if there wereoccludedgas.
The onlv feasibleexplanationof thesephenomenais that the heatingin
a reducing atmosphere(H) at this temperature converted the natural
iron oxide and/or hydroxide coating on the zircon grains into ferromag-
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netic FeeO+(first peak).1Continued reduction gradually convertedsome
of the Fe:O+to a nonmagneticphase.The compositionof this phaseis not
known. It is thought that nonmagnetic FeO is formed but, as this is
metastable,it is reduced to Fe in the Hz atmosphere.Thus, the magnetizationcurve showsa minimum followedby a rise due to the formation
of metallic iron.
Although this is a reasonableexplanation,and is in generalagreement
with the resultsof Potemkin and Grebnev (1962)who reducedbulk FezOs
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Irrc. 4 Magnetic susceptibility as a function of reciprocal magnetic field for 1) a fresh
zircon crystall 2) same crystal leached in warm HCI for 4 days; 3) crystal subsequently
ground to finepor'r'derand exposedto airl and 4) crystal powderheated in 02 at 455'C. for
30 minutes
with

C and

CHa,

there

is evidence

that

something

in addition

to pure

metallic iron is being formed on the grain surfaces.If the secondpeak
were due onlv to the formation of metallic iron, further reduction would
convert more and more of the oxide to metallic iron, and the magnetization at this point (the secondpeak) should saturate with time of heating.
Nforeover,as the magnetization of FeaOais lower than that of metallic
iron, the flrst peak should be lower than the secondpeak. This is not
alwavs the case.Apparently as soon as the iron oxides are converted to
metallic iron, the atomic iron starts to absorb hydrogen. It is known
r There is some evidence (Kojima, 1954; Aharoni et al
,7962) that the first peak is also
clue in part to ferromagnetic z-F eiOs.
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(Smith, t947) that hydrogen is significantly occluded by iron at elevated
temperaturesand that, as a result of the adsorptionof hydrogen,there is
a depressionof the magnetic moment of the iron. This readily accounts
for the low secondpeak and the steady decline of the magnetization observed for Ionger periods of heating. It also accounts for the observed
effervescencewhen the specimen is leached in HCl. To confirm this hypothesis,a fresh sample of the same zircon used to obtain curve 2 in Fig. 3
was reduced in hydrogen until its magnetization coincided with the top of
the secondpeak, i.e., for 60 minutes at 455o C. The specimenwas then
further heatedin stepsfor one hour in a vacuum rather than in hydrogen.
There was no sharp drop forming a secondpeak, and the magnetization
followed closeto the dotted line in Fig. 3. Thus, it is apparent that the
drop in magnetization following the secondpeak is due to the occlusionof
hydrogen by the metallic iron, which causesa decreasein theimagnetic
moment.
From the generalfeaturesof the oxidation-reductioncurves' it is apparent that the ferromagneticproperties of zircons from granitic rocks
are related to the iron compounds on the grain surfacesor alorig fracture
surfacesand are most probably due to FeaOr.The curves also show that
most of the iron in the surfacecoating is initially in the form of a-Fe2O3or
one of the severalparamagnetic hydrate oxide forms.
SouncB oF THE Oxron Fnn
If the presenceof an iron oxide coating on the grain or fracture surfaces
of zircons from granitic rocks is a general phenomenon, as it seemsto be
for the zircon specimenswhich we have measured,it is of interest to examine the source and mechanism of the coating. Almost aII zircons contain iron as an impurity. This iron could be from either or both of two
sources:(1) in the original melt from which the zircon crystallized, or (2)
some outside source from which, at some time after crystallization, iron
migrated into the lattice. The first sourceseemsto be the most likely, although the secondcannot be ruled out. The progressof natural radiation
damage (metamictization) which takes place in zircon may well enhance a diffusion process so that iron could penetrate the lattice and
micro-fissureswith relative ease.To clarify this question, the following
experiment was performed.
An unheated single crystal of zircon was leachedin strong HCI for four
days until the magnetization was reduced to zero. At this point, all the
FezOr and FeaOron the exposedsurfaceswill have been removed. The
crystal was then carefully ground under acetone in an agate mortar to
minimize the oxidation of any new iron exposedon fresh surfacesby the
grind.ing operation. The acetone was then allowed to evaporate and the
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specimenexposedto the air. Subsequentmeasurementsshowedthat the
magnetizationwas more than twice the magnetizationof the singlecrystal before it was leached.The ionic iron impurity in zircon is paramagnetic and upon exposureto air is oxidizedin whole or in part, presumably
to FeaOrand 7-Fezoa.To check this point the ground crvstal was heated
in oxygenat 455oC. for 30 minutes.The specimenwas now found to have
a magnetizationof almost zero as would be expectedif FerOr or ?-FezOs
were oxidizedto nonmagnetica-FezOa.
The results,summarizedin Fig. 4, suggestthat the iron oxide coating
on the exposedsurfacesoI zircon specimensis in part due to the surface
oxidation of the original ionic iron impurity presentin most zircon, but it
is not clear just when the oxidation takes place. Some of the iron oxide
coating may be due to migration of iron in ground water, but our experiments show that if a fresh surfacecontainingionic iron is formed, the iron
will be oxidizedby the atmosphericoxygen.
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